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Work by car park nears completion
Work to deepen the Valency upstream of the main bridge is
now almost complete despite weeks of rain in June and July
that brought higher flows than usual in the river.
The high flows meant that work on building the retaining
wall by the car park could not be completed as early as
hoped because it would have blocked the only access to
the river for excavators and other plant.
Our contractor Carillion are finishing off the reinforced
concrete retaining wall near the Cornish Stores and then it
will be faced with stonemasonry.
The next step will be to tarmac that area and move the
temporary toilets back to their original position.
At the upstream end of the car park, Carillion are about to
start work on installing ‘gabion mattresses’ – stone-filled
wire mesh cages – to protect the bank below the car park
from being scoured by the river.
The Environment Agency will be submitting details of the
materials for the final surface of the new upper car park to
North Cornwall District Council for approval. If agreed, the
surface will consist of a plastic grid with grass sown in earth
in the holes. This will be delivered in sections this autumn
all ready for laying.
A phased programme of work near the Harbour is planned
for October by the Environment Agency and South West
Water.
If planning permission is given to replace the Lower Bridge,
services that now run within the existing bridge will have to
be diverted to run within the new bridge once it’s built.
Equipment in the newly-built sewerage control room and
pumps in the new pumping chamber will be commissioned.
The main sewer pipe that comes down the south bank and
currently crosses the Valency at the weir will be connected
to the new tunnel.
This tunnel runs under the river to the new pumping
chamber on the north bank. From there, sewage will be
pumped down the existing outfall – this will continue until
a sewage treatment works is built. Once other sewer
connections have been made and everything is shown to
be working correctly, sewage will be diverted into the new
layout and the old sewer crossing forming a weir will be
removed.

Above: Iain Parsons and Leighton Mitchell work on
reinforcing for the retaining wall between the car park
Below: Site engineer John Brain checks new railings
installed by the Riverside Hotel

Work to improve
highway culverts
After heavy flows in the rivers –particularly the Jordan – on
21 June, we’re satisfied with how our new flood defence
scheme by Marine Terrace performed.
Flooding to properties on the lower Jordan was averted
thanks to the improvements we have made. The floodwater
brought hundreds of tonnes of stones down the Jordan. Our
new ‘trash screen’ stopped this debris blocking the flood
relief culvert so the water could run freely. Since then our
workforce have removed about 400 tonnes of stone from
the river.
Unfortunately, sediment and high flows overwhelmed
highway culverts on the upper Jordan. We have since met
with Cornwall County Highways to review improvement
plans.
We’re working with the Highways team which is planning to
adjust the camber in Paradise Road to direct floodwater
towards the river if the culvert is blocked, and in improving
culverts at Doctors Hill, Gunpool Lane and Dunn Street.
We are talking with residents in Gunpool Lane about
installing protection such as floodgates for their homes,
and working out a route to channel water flowing overland.
We’re also looking into ways of reducing the amount of
sediment brought downriver from above Paradise Road.

News in brief
South West Water says it’s scaling back its major works
over the peak tourist season. Low-key work including
drainage, stonework outside the new control room and
construction work inside will take place on the south of
the river during this period. Gareth Wishart and Marcus
Mitchell are pictured by the control room.
The Environment Agency’s planning application for the
Lower Bridge will be considered by North Cornwall
District Council’s planning committee on 14 August,
following a site meeting on 26 July in Boscastle. On 3
July, about 50 people took the opportunity to visit the
Community Centre and comment on the proposal.

Strategy on show
Andrew Houghton from the Environment Agency is shown
here (on right of picture) explaining the catchment
management strategy for the Valency Valley to members of
the local community.
Jeff Cherrington from the National Trust and Andrew led
the walk on one of this month’s few dry days. We’re
working with the Trust and other landowners to reduce
the risk of trees being washed down the river in a flood.
The work includes coppicing riverside trees to stabilise
them, felling or coppicing unstable trees in the immediate
floodplain and managing regrowth of saplings.

The Boscastle flood defence scheme is being
carried out by the Environment Agency working
with Cornwall County Council, Forrabury and
Minster Parish Council, National Trust, North
Cornwall District Council and South West Water
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